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Abstract  Original Research Article 
 

Blunt abdominal trauma being one of the most common abdominal emergencies; they explain the patient's indication 

of armed expectation in the absence of any notion of hemodynamic instability. The objectives were to determine the 

hospital frequency, to identify the etiologies and to analyze the therapeutic modalities. The study was retrospective and 

prospective from January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2018 involving 45 patients treated for hemoperitoneum in the 

general surgery department of Sikasso hospital. All patients admitted to the department for blunt abdominal trauma 

with hemoperitoneum were included. We collected 45 patients whose mean age was 18.7 years (extreme 3 - 55 years). 

The sex ratio was 4.6 in favor of men (37 M, 8 F). We found 23 (51.12%) cases of AVP, 13 (28.89%) cases of falls 

from a height, 11 (7.7%) cases of aggression, hoof kick 1 (2.22%). 19 (42.22%) patients had low haemoperitoneum, 16 

(35.56%) medium abundance, 10 (22.22%) high abundance. 32 (71.11%) provided non-operative treatment with a 

mean hospital stay of 13.7 days (range 5 to 20). 1 patient was unstable, it was activated 24 hours later. We 

immediately had 12 patients (26.67%) with an average hospital stay of 16.5 days (extreme 10 -24) and the 

postoperative course was simple in 66.67% (8 cases). We recorded 1 death (2.22%). 

Keywords: Hemoperitoneum- Operative treatment and non-operative treatment - Surgery – Mali. 
Copyright © 2023 The Author(s): This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 

License (CC BY-NC 4.0) which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium for non-commercial use provided the original 

author and source are credited. 

INTRODUCTION 
Hemoperitoneum is the most common 

complication of blunt abdominal trauma, at 58.7% [1]. 

It can occur at any age and mainly affects males [2, 3]. 

 

The most common etiologies are road 

accidents (AVP), falls from heights, assaults and sports 

accidents. 

 

Its clinical diagnosis is based on the 

hemodynamic state and the paraclinical diagnosis is 

based on biology and medical imaging. The prognosis 

depends on the severity of abdominal lesions, 

associated lesions, precocity and quality of care. 

 

The treatment can be surgical or not, the 

choice of which depends on the hemodynamic status of 

the patient, whether stable or unstable. 

 

METHOD 
This was a retrospective, prospective and 

descriptive study on hemoperitoneum in blunt 

abdominal trauma, from January 1, 2010 to December 
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31, 2018 in the general surgery department of Sikasso 

hospital. 

 

All patients hospitalized in the department 

during the study period, in whom the diagnosis of blunt 

abdominal trauma with hemoperitoneum was made on 

the basis of clinical and paraclinical arguments were 

included in the study. 

 

Abdominal contusion cases without 

hemoperitoneum formally retained, and patients with 

unusable files were not included. 

 

We studied the following parameters: 

Sociodemographic data: age, gender, ethnicity, sector of 

activity, 

 

Clinical features: Consciousness, mucous membranes, 

blood pressure, abdomen. 

 

Paraclinical data: Hemoglobinemia, hematocrit level, 

organic lesions objectified on ultrasound and/or CT 

scan. 

 

The indications for TNO were 

Haemodynamically stable hemoperitoneum of 

low or medium abundance without hollow organ lesions 

without abdominal compartment syndrome. The stable 

or stabilized patient is hospitalized in the intensive care 

unit with strict monitoring of the vital parameters 

recorded on a monitoring sheet every 15 minutes for 

three hours, every 30 minutes for three hours, then at 

longer intervals per day. 

 

A daily paraclinical biological monitoring with 

the blood count, an abdominopelvic ultrasound 

performed once a day for the first three days, then once 

a week until the complete resorption of the 

hemoperitoneum. A scannographic control once the 

first week, then after a month. 

 

The indications for TO were 

Unstable patients with a BP less than or equal 

to 8/4mmHg, a fine and thready pulse (greater than 100 

beats/min), paleness of the conjunctivae. 

 

The hemoperitoneum was of low abundance if 

less than 500 ml = (peri-hepatic or peri-splenic 

chamber), of medium abundance if between 500–1,000 

ml (parietocolic gutters), of high abundance if greater 

than 1,000 ml (cul -de-bag of Douglas). 

 

The patient was considered hemodynamically 

stable on the following parameters: SBP > 90 mmHg; 

HR < 100 beats/min; RR < 25 cycles/min; good 

mucocutaneous staining; partial arterial O2 saturation 

(PaO2) > 98%; hemoglobin > 9 g/dl; Glasgow score = 

15. 

 

Data were entered into Excel software and 

analyzed using Epi Info™6.04 software. The statistical 

tests used were the Chi2 test, a p < or = 0.05 was 

considered significant: 

 

RESULTS 
During our study period, we collected 45 

patients, which represented 6.8% of abdominal surgical 

emergencies, 38% of firm abdominal trauma, 0.71% of 

hospitalizations. There were 37 men (82.2%) and 8 

women (17.8%) with a sex ratio of 4.6. The average age 

was 18.7 years with extremes ranging from 3 to 55 

years. Standard deviation = 14.6. Pupils and students 

represented 60% of patients. 

 

 33 (73.3%) received non-operative treatment 

and 12 (26.7%) patients were operated on. 95.5% of 

patients were recruited urgently. The polytraumatized 

represented 15.56% 

 

AVP in 51.12% (23) was the main etiology. 

Abdominal percussion was the most common 

mechanism, 68.8% (31) 

 

The left hypochondrium was the lesion site in 

33.3%, (15). The average consultation time was 32.2 

hours with extremes of 12 and 72 hours. Standard 

deviation 7.36. 

 

The average time of care was 4.93 hours with 

extremes of 04 and 24 hours. Standard deviation 3.96 

and 35 (77.7%) patients were treated before 6 am. The 

pain is located in the left hypochondrium in 60%(27) of 

cases. 

 

Conjunctival pallor and arterial hypotension 

were found respectively in 23 (51.1%) and 13 (28.8%) 

of the patients. The hemoglobin level was less than 10g 

/ dl in (28) 62.22%. Abdominal CT scan was performed 

in 3 patients (6.67%) of patients, ultrasound and ASP in 

all 45 patients (100%). Splenic contusion was found on 

ultrasound in 26 cases (57 .7%), subcapsular hematoma 

in 4 (8.8%) patients, renal contusion in 1 patient (2.2%). 

Hemoperitoneum was of low abundance in 19 cases 

(42.2%), of medium abundance in 16 cases (35.5%), 

and of high abundance in 10 cases (22.2%). 

Hemodynamically 32 patients were stable and 13 

patients were unstable. 

 

Conservative treatment consisted of: diets, 

analgesics, antibiotics, ice pack, bladder catheterization, 

blood transfusion (the blood transfusion threshold was 

set at a hemoglobin level < 7g/dl). The follow-up was 

simple in 31 of the cases, i.e. 93.9%, with a mortality 

rate of 3.3%, and treatment failure was observed in one 

patient, i.e. 3.03%, 

 

(Secondarily operated for abdominal 

compartment syndrome). The average length of hospital 

stay for non-operated patients was 13.7 days. 
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The operative treatment involved 12 patients, 

the postoperative course was simple in 8 cases (66.6%) 

and complicated by parietal suppuration in 4 cases 

(33.3%). We splenectomized 3 patients (25% of 

operated patients). All splenectomized patients received 

pneumococcal vaccine, meningococcal vaccine, 

Haemophilus influenzae type b vaccine, typhoid 

vaccine. 

 

The average length of hospital stay for 

operated patients was 16.5 days. 

 

DISCUSSION 
After an immediate resuscitation phase, the 

treatment can remain surgical or non-surgical, the 

choice of which depends on the hemodynamic status of 

the patient, whether stable or unstable [4]. 

 

Hemoperitoneum represented 6.8% of 

abdominal surgical emergencies in our study. Studies 

report 8.4% [5] in Switzerland, 8.8% in Niger [6] and 

4.7% in Mali [7]. According to the results, we find no 

significant statistical difference between our results and 

those of the other authors (p < 0.05). 

 

The mean ages found were that of the young 

adult in the different series [8-10] and in our study (18.7 

years). This could be linked to the increase in two-

wheeled vehicles and their preferential use by young 

adults and the adoption of other risky behaviors. The 

male predominance of hemoperitoneum in blunt 

abdominal trauma has been reported by authors [11, 

12]. The sex ratio of 4.6 in our patients follows the 

same observation as other series [13, 14]. This could be 

explained by the significant participation of men in road 

traffic and that by professional occupations. The 

patient's admission time is an important factor, largely 

influencing the therapeutic management and the 

prognosis. The average time taken to take care of our 

patients was 4.93 hours. Road accidents are the most 

common etiological mechanism [2, 15]. They accounted 

for 51.2%; this rate is comparable to that found in Mali 

[3] (57.3%) (P=0.462826) but remains lower than those 

of India [16] (78.1%) (P=0.000188) and Benin [2] 

(79.2%) (P=0.002844). The high frequency in Mali 

could be explained by the unsuitability of the quality of 

the road network and the incivility of users. 

 

Abdominal pain and reflex vomiting have been 

observed in many authors [6, 12,16] as in our 100% 

study. 

 

Arterial hypotension and conjunctival pallor 

are related to the severity of visceral lesions responsible 

for haemoperitoneum [11]. They were found in 

different proportions [3, 5, 9] as well as in ours. 

 

Hemodynamics is the most accurate reflection 

of the general condition of a traumatized patient and 

primarily conditions the therapeutic option to be 

adopted [14]. 71.1% of our patients were 

hemodynamically stable. 

 

Ultrasound is a means of diagnosis that can be 

included in the therapeutic choice of hemoperitoneum, 

its sensitivity was 100% in our study as in that of 

certain authors [8, 10]. 

 

The more sensitive and more specific scanner 

for assessing the severity of organ lesions causing 

haemoperitoneum; was only performed in three patients 

for reasons of cost and availability. 

 

The spleen seems to be the organ most affected 

during blunt abdominal trauma, this could be explained 

by its firm but crumbly consistency as well as its 

anatomical location in the left hypochondrium and the 

lack of means of fixity compared to to the liver [16]. 

 

We found 71.12% splenic involvement which 

is comparable to that of the authors [4] (69%) 

(P=0.804091), and [2] (66.4) with P=0.558866. 

 

Operative treatment of hemoperitoneum is no 

longer systematic [15]. Our rate of 73.33% of non-

operated patients is comparable to that of the author [9] 

(58%) (P=0.082354) but rest differ from that of the 

author [11] (58%) (P=0.000001); This could be 

explained by the severity of the lesion and the 

hemodynamic state on admission. 

 

The mortality rate in non-operated patients 

(3.3%) does not differ significantly from that found in 

Turkey [17] and India [16]. However, we have had no 

deaths in our operated patients. 

 

CONCLUSION 
Blunt abdominal trauma is becoming more and 

more frequent due to the high frequency of road 

accidents (AVP). They affect younger patients. In our 

context, non-operative treatment with paraclinical 

investigation methods and armed expectation must be 

proposed for hemodynamically stable patients. Surgery 

should no longer be systematic. 
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